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New automated
system transforms
critical care
A new clinical information system for critical care is set to
transform care for some of the Trust’s sickest patients as the
service moves from paper based records to automatic data
collection.
It may sound a simple enough idea to change to an
automated system but the project has been a long and
difficult journey with many obstacles in the way, not least the
sheer cost. The system finally rolls out this month at York ICU,
much to the delight of staff on the unit, and will follow in
February at Scarborough Hospital.
Consultant Anaesthetist, Rinus Pretorius, first approached
the Trust with the idea of an automatic system ten years ago.
Paper based data collection in intensive care creates a vast
amount of data - a typical intensive care patient records on
average an astonishing 7,000 observations daily as opposed to
35 on a ward patient.
Rinus explained: “Intensive care was falling behind with our
method of data collection - paper systems for clinical data
collection are fraught with problems and automatic data
collection systems had become available. The new clinical
information systems available used monitoring and laboratory
interfaces to improve data quality and utility within critical
care.

Consultant Anaesthetist, Rinus Pretorius
and Gillian Valentine, Sister on ICU

“Some of the biggest problems with paper systems for
intensive care patients included incomplete recording
especially in emergency situations, loss of data,
misunderstanding of hand-written recordings and
prescriptions and the time it takes for clinical staff to use such
systems.
“This long awaited upgrade will take the quality of patient
care to the next level, improve the safety of medications and
in the longer term it will help develop auditing and research.
We couldn’t be happier to roll out this new system after such
a long wait to make these vital changes.”
Continues on page 6

Have you got a story?
If you have a story for a future edition of Staff
Matters, we would love to hear from you! Contact:
Elaine Vinter, Media and Communications Officer:
elaine.vinter@york.nhs.uk
Or email staffmatters@york.nhs.uk
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Royal College Chair for Carol
Congratulations to Carol Popplestone on being elected Chair of the Royal College of Nursing Council
for a two-year term from 1 January 2022. Carol has been a registered nurse since 1978 and works as
a clinical nurse specialist for Macmillan, developing and providing a nurse-led service for patients with
urological cancers. Carol said: “During a time of great challenge for members, it is vital our College
continues to provide the very best workplace representation and support. I will put members at the
heart of all I do and every decision I make.”
Carol previously served as a member of the RCN Council from 2016 to 2019, chair of the RCN Yorkshire
& the Humber Board and was a member of the RCN Trade Union Committee.
Carol Popplestone

Dementia friendly
makeover for
Chestnut Ward
Chestnut Ward at Scarborough Hospital is currently receiving a major high-spec makeover with a new
dementia friendly colour scheme. Each area will be decorated differently to help ease confusion for
dementia patients and help them recognise their bay. The first section was completed and handed
over just before Christmas.
Daniel Emmott, Project Manager for YTHFM, said: “We had quite a few challenges to make sure it fit the
specifications for demetia patients as it needed to be as easy to clean as possible while adhering to the
dementia colour scheme. The flooring had to fit the colour scheme and be non-slip and water resistant.
“Lighting has been upgraded with dimmable square LED Panels and new bedhead lighting units,
custom made sink units and all windows updated to double glazing.
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“We are delighted to be able to handover this first phase of the project.”

pch.vector - br.freepik.com
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Working at home
bringing Trust
values alive
Throughout the pandemic teams who were able to were asked
to work at home in accordance with government guidelines.
Like many, at the start of the pandemic the Internal Audit
team quickly mobilised to ensure all of the team were able to
effectively work remotely.
The team were keen to continue to promote their values but
could this be achieved when everyone was working from
home? While remaining acutely aware that staff are their
greatest asset and without them they would be unable to
deliver services, the team offered a number of ways to keep
staff connected, in touch and linked in.
Jonathan Hodgson, Internal Audit Manager, explained the
extra touches that made a difference: “We held interactive
bi-monthly managing director led team meetings that
address key issues and relevant topics of interest. We
continue to encourage staff to switch on cameras so that

we can see each other and to foster interaction. At the
end of each meeting there is some protected time set
aside for staff to socialise with colleagues. We often try to
source external speakers, and most recently had one of the
Fairness Champions attend our meeting to discuss their
role.
“Since the start of the pandemic we have also held a weekly
quiz on a Friday afternoon that everyone is encouraged to
participate in, with the winner receiving a prize and having the
reward of facilitating the quiz the following week.”
Mental health and resilience is championed and two members
of the team have been encouraged to become Mental
Health First Aiders to help signpost colleagues to mental
health resources and services. The team have also continued
to recognise the achievements of members of the team by
holding a virtual annual staff award.

Do your emails reflect Trust values?
Email is a fantastic way to communicate within an organisation and we all have to use it. Love it or hate it, it does the job – it’s
quick and convenient but in our haste to send and receive messages has something been lost?
Feedback gathered by the ODIL team suggests that we might be sacrificing our work relationships by using email by default when
it might be more appropriate to speak to someone.
Gail Dunning, Head of Organisational Development, said: “Speaking face to face can be better for relationships and can be more
productive than email. Body language and tone of voice is 93 percent of what you communicate.
“To get the job done well, together, we can use our values as a guide - excellence through professionalism, being kind and
respectful, open and inclusive - this can all be applied to sending emails.”
ODIL TIPS FOR SENDING EMAILS THE RIGHT WAY
Sending emails out of working hours can create a false sense of urgency and an expectation others should do the same. Try
using the delay delivery function
Too many emails? Pay attention - are people ‘running things by you’ because they don’t have autonomy or freedom to act or
the confidence to do it?
Be polite and show appreciation without being too wordy. Being brief is good!
Close Outlook to avoid distraction in virtual meetings. People can tell you are checking emails!
Don’t email while you’re frustrated or angry and if you have to email bad news do it with care
Emails are permanent - read before you send
Agree with your team how you want to communicate
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Consider who you’re sending it to - avoid ‘reply all’ unless you need to.
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Hayley Harteveld, Clerical Officer, York
Hospital
Elizabeth, a young person with learning disabilities, needed an ultrasound
at York Hospital and unfortunately her mother was unable to attend due to
an emergency. Elizabeth attended instead with a care worker but it was an
extremely anxious visit due to communication barriers. She was having difficulty
communicating that she needed to go to the toilet as well as other things and
the care worker struggled to understand her. Luckily Hayley was passing by and
noticed Elizabeth’s agitated state realising she was using Makaton, a language
programme that uses signs with speech and symbols, to enable people to
communicate. Hayley introduced herself and helped the care worker talk with
Elizabeth and calmed the matter in hand. Not only that, she taught Elizabeth a
nursery rhyme that she signed for the rest of the evening! ‘Such kindness she
showed my daughter will not be forgotten – thank you’.

Stuart Pitts, Facilities Technician,
Bridlington Hospital
Stuart is nominated by a colleague for going above and beyond during issues
with power to Scarborough Hospital. Without Stuart the team would not have
had the temporary generators which were badly needed to restore power and
keep patients safe. Stuart did 12 days straight at work with the rest of the team
with no break - he even turned up in the middle of the night to help the team
pull in very large cables to get the generators connected. Even through this
work Stuart still had time to teach apprentices about what the team were doing.
An external specialist even commented that most hospitals would not have been
able to do what the team did without his input. ‘Stuart helped enormously and
without him we would not have the temporary generators working today which
would have put patients in grave danger’.

Swabbing team, Scarborough Hospital
Edwin and his team have been nominated by a colleague for the lengths they
have taken to continue to carry out COVID swabbing throughout the whole of
the pandemic. They have had to use a diverse range of facilities, and have spent
hours stood out in the rain, trying to give ambulatory patients dignity while
being swabbed in the open air. Edwin has gone the extra step, working out of
hours, to test new doctors to allow them to start in their posts the following
day and has even travelled to the far side of Pickering to swab the mother of a
child due for surgery the following day to allow her to accompany the child in
hospital.
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Maria Richardson, Facilities Assistant
Manager, Scarborough Hospital
Maria is recognised for her tireless work to keep the facilities department
functioning even though staffing levels have been down due to not enough
staff, COVID, sickness and holidays. She has stepped in to cover anything
from deep cleaning, portering, training new staff and covering supervising
so her staff can take their holidays. As well as juggling her own demanding
workload, Maria has worked on her days off and even cancelled her holiday
as this would impact on the staffing levels across facilities. ‘As for most it has
been a difficult time but Maria has gone over and above to make sure this
has not impacted on the patients and the Trust’.
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Trust appoints new Chair
Alan Downey has been appointed as the new Chair of the Trust.
Alan succeeds Sue Symington, who was recently appointed as
Designate Integrated Care System Chair for the Humber, Coast and
Vale Health and Care Partnership.
Alans’s appointment was made and confirmed by the Council of
Governors at their meeting on 13 January 2022.
Alan has extensive experience to bring to the role. He began his
career in the civil service before joining KPMG, where latterly he led
the firm’s public sector practice. He has subsequently held a number
of non-executive roles, including on the Board of South London
and Maudsley NHS Foundation Trust and as Chair of South Tees
Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust. He is currently the independent
chair of a mental health partnership board within the Surrey
Heartlands Integrated Care System.

Alan Downey

Scarborough Hull York
Pathology Service
A new network pathology service - Scarborough Hull York Pathology Service (also known as SHYPS) - has been created following a national
review of NHS pathology provision in England.
In September 2017 the National Pathology Implementation and Optimisation Delivery Group for NHSI signalled to all acute hospital trusts in
England that they would need to change how they work and collaborate to make pathology services more resilient and also deliver clinical,
operational and financial benefits to clinicians, patients and NHS organisations across the country. They proposed 29 pathology networks be
created nationally by collaborations of two or more Trusts to cover all NHS pathology provision in England.
Liz Fox, Quality Manager, said: “The
vision for the network is to provide an
efficient and sustainable pathology
service that meets the needs our local
community. SHYPS is patient-focused and
recognises the absolute requirement to
provide a high quality analytical service
supplemented by sound clinical advice.
To us every sample is a precious sample.
Our Pathology service is exactly that - a
service. We are committed to not only
deliver a high quality service, but making
the network a rewarding place to work.
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“With the formation of SHYPS we are
privileged to have an excellent team of
dedicated individuals. All the hard work
produced by the network is backed
up by a diverse team of staff, covering
many bands, grades and specialisms
all of whom continue to display their
resilience and professionalism on a daily
basis.”
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New automated system
transforms critical care
While there was a lot of interest in bringing in a new automated
system, estimated costs for the purchase, implementation and
running costs of an automatic clinical data collection system for the
ICU units at both York and Scarborough came in at an eye-watering
£600,000 plus. The case was made to the finance department, and
while Finance Director Andrew Bertram could understand the need
for the new system, the Trust had yet to find the funds.
The project was eventually paid for partly from Trust funds and a
phenomenal £300,000 top up from York and Scarborough Hospitals
Charity – the largest single award the charity has made to any
project in the Trust.
Andrew Bertram, Finance Director, said: “I’m very proud to have
supported this project and I’m delighted for the team in critical care
for finally being able to launch this crucial advance in clinical care
in their service. Thanks to Rinus Pretorius for his persistence and
commitment to the project and to York and Scarborough Hospitals
Charity for their generous donation. Funding projects like this is
really at the core of improving quality and safety for our patients
and without it we could not have got this project of the ground.”
The new system collates all the information about the patient and
can be viewed at the end of the patient’s bed, data is collected in
real time and reports can be viewed in much more detail.
Gillian Valentine, Sister on ICU, added: “This is an exciting system
that enables us to give continuous advanced clinical assessments,
treatment and care planning for our patients. It will promote

Front Rimus Pretorius and Gillian Valentine - Back Finance Director Andrew
Bertram and Consultant Anaesthetist Joe Carter with the mobile unit

communication between the multidisciplinary teams and the scope
for research and development is phenomenal.
“Above all the new system will allow our nursing staff to have more
time delivering bedside care. The need for writing observations
and care plans will be eliminated as the system provides complete
patient records. Ultimately this is all about our patients and being
able to deliver up to date gold standards of care.”

SCBU book scheme brings
families closer
At the start of the pandemic the Special Care Baby Unit
(SCBU) at York Hospital introduced some new ideas to help
increase communication for families and their babies. One of
them was a reading scheme where parents were encouraged
to read to their babies with books provided by the York SCBU
Support Group.
Judith Hills, Nursery Nurse and Trustee of the support group,
said: “Reading to their baby is relaxing for both parent and
baby and it supports brain development. Parents have learnt
that a soothing voice in stressful situations reduces the level or
cortisol and increases levels of oxytocin.
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“For parents who are unfortunate not be able to visit, or for
when they can’t be there, we have dictaphones so they can
record themselves reading any story. This can then be played
to their baby on the unit.
“The book goes home with them on discharge. Parents are
very grateful and often don’t realise its something they can do
and are discovering the benefits.

“What started as a few books being bought by the York SCBU
Support Group has grown into the unit being able to offer
every family a reading book. They are now provided by exparents who buy them for us via our Amazon Wish List or by
donating them for which we are so grateful.”
If anyone would like to donate a book they can do so via the
SCBU Support Group Amazon Wish List.
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Focus on wellbeing
Supporting your emotional wellbeing
Our emotional wellbeing matters now more than ever.
The psychological wellbeing team are offering an interactive online workshop using compassion focussed approaches. It aims
to help people to gain a better understanding of how our emotions work particularly in high stress situations using theories of
evolution and neuroscience. The session explores specific strategies that can help to quieten responses to stress and develop a
personal self care plan.
Two dates are available – Wednesday 2 February at 2.30pm – 4.00pm and Thursday 3 March at 11.00am – 12.30pm
Places are limited so please confirm which date you require when booking by emailing staffsupport@york.nhs.uk

Are you having difficulties with
your sleep?

eepik
br.fr
pik free

Even if you don’t need support with your sleep, come along for
tips for your loved ones.

.com

Humber, Coast and Vale Health and Care Partnership,
partnership has partnered with The Sleep School to bring NHS
staff some fantastic sleep focused webinars that have something
for everybody.

To find out more about these webinars and how you can
register to attend, go to www.bookwhen.com/hcv

Let’s talk menopause
Almost half of women needing to take a day off work due to menopause symptoms say they would not tell their employer the real
reason for time off. Shockingly 45 percent of women say they feel that menopause symptoms have a negative impact on their work.
With such a large female workforce, the Trust’s wellbeing team has recognised the importance
of raising awareness of menopause in the workplace. Over the last couple of years
the team has created a bank of resources and support for staff and managers to
increase knowledge and understanding of the menopause.
Carol Dickinson, Health Promotion Advisor, said: “It is up to all of us
to encourage a culture where it is ok to talk about the menopause
and support colleagues who may be struggling due to menopausal
symptoms. Around 34 symptoms are linked to the menopause and
people may be surprised to hear that one in a hundred women
experience the menopause before the age of 40.
“This affects a lot of our workforce - on average most symptoms
last around four years but ten percent of women can experience
them for up to twelve years.”

Further information including useful websites, can be found on
the Occupational Health and Wellbeing pages on Staff Room under
wellbeing services.
freepik - br.freepik.com

Continued on next page
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Resources include guidance for managers, recorded workshops on
the learning hub and books and resource packs in the York and
Scarborough hospital libraries and at Bridlington, Malton and Selby.

STAFFMATTERS

Support for staff living with long COVID
A new confidential Webex group has been set up to provide a space for Trust colleagues with
long COVID to support and learn from each other.
Ruth Dixon, Consultant Psychologist (Staff Wellbeing), explained: “Having health issues after
having COVID adds in extra life complications. You may have been well before you had it,
or your existing health conditions may have been affected. Tiredness or brain fog may be
affecting you, and making day to day life difficult.
“It has been a uniquely challenging time for us all and when we are working in an ever
changing landscape there is little opportunity to take a pause and think about our wellness,
the impact it has on us and what we would like to do differently.
“The session will be fairly informal and you shape how to make the best use of the time.
Make a hot drink and come to say hello. We hope it will be supportive and helpful.”
Time to Think – Staff Drop in Webex
Friday 11 February 2022 @ 3-4pm
The session is open to any staff member who has symptoms of long COVID, whether back at
work or still off. Please email staffsupport@york.nhs.uk for a link to the Webex session.

Evaluating your work life balance
The Organisational Development and Improvement Learning team are offering places on the workshop - ‘Evaluating your Work Life Balance’
on 1 February 2022 1.30pm-3.30pm.
This 90 minute live online workshop will help you look at your work life balance and support you in developing skills and techniques to
evaluate this and build resilience.
Learning Hub Link: COURSE Evaluating Your Work Life Balance
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Wake up to Wellbeing Wednesday
Who likes the midweek struggle?
One ward at York
Hospital has come
up with a blues
beating solution to
the midweek ‘hump’
by creating Wellbeing
Wednesday. Staff on
Ward 32 have found
a simple but effective
way of connecting with
colleagues and building
on relationships, which
is proving to have a
positive impact on staff mental health and
wellbeing.
Claire Walker, Ward Sister, explained: “The
demands of a busy ward are ever increasing
and no doubt will continue to do so in the
upcoming winter months. Members of the
nursing team have been under pressure
for a considerable amount of time due to
a variety of reasons, which unfortunately
cannot be helped.
“Wellbeing Wednesday is about coming
together to remember the little things,
that we are all still human on the good
days and even the not so good days! We
look to welcome staff who may have
been redeployed to us, junior doctors, all

members of the multidisciplinary team,
ensuring they feel welcome and as valued
as our substantive team members as we all
know this is very daunting.”
Like many wards the team are challenged
by staffing shortages across all shifts,
redeployment to areas outside people’s
areas of expertise, increased workloads
and high acuity and demand of complex
patients – all of which have a detrimental
effect on staff morale.
Claire continued: “On Wednesdays breaks
are a must and staff have access to treats
such as crumpets, fruits, or sandwiches
throughout the day so they can enjoy
something nice when chatting to their
colleagues when on their breaks. It

allows staff to share positive and negative
experiences and the time to provide
emotional support to each other and
celebrate the wins – however small - and
recognise the impact these experiences can
have.”
Wherever possible Claire allocates
Wednesday as her admin day and
encourages staff to come and see her with
new ideas or feedback or any training or
skills they would like to learn.
“Putting time aside to communicate like
this has had a positive impact on staff and
the feedback so far has been great. It has
promoted open discussion and teamwork
on the ward which enhances skills and can
lead to different ways of working together
as a team. They can also come in for a
moan, cry and hopefully a laugh!”
Michael Mawhinney, Head of Nursing
and Patient Experience, said: “I have been
hugely impressed by how Ward 32 has
created Wellbeing Wednesdays. The last
two years have been extremely challenging
and it is easy to forget that we can all play a
part in looking after our own wellbeing and
that of our colleagues simply by making it a
focus of our work day, even with the need
for social distancing.”
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Beating the winter blues
Short days and grey skies - this time of year it is a struggle for many of us to keep our spirits up and at the start of 2022, it’s as challenging
as ever.
Research suggests January is a particularly difficult time for healthcare workers and focusing on personal wellbeing is really important.
According to the NHS Five Steps to Mental Wellbeing there are key factors for improving wellbeing - connect with other people, be
physically active, learn new skills, give to others, and mindfulness – paying attention to the present moment.
The answer to beating the midwinter blues are many and varied, and who better to share their secrets for improving their personal
wellbeing than our own staff.

Christine Watson, Staff Nurse at Selby Hospital, appears to have covered the whole five ways
to wellbeing with her pastime outside of work. She decided four years ago to learn how to
play a musical instrument so that she would have a hobby for retirement. She now plays the
clarinet, trumpet and saxophone in five different bands.
Christine said: “The people in the band are like a second family and the musical directors are
so encouraging and supportive. We play concerts in a variety of places, I was invited to play
with a band who was leading the remembrance parade through York – it was a very moving
experience.
“We also go abroad every two years where we get to play at various venues and holiday
together. I have had the opportunity to play with Snake Davies, a famous saxophone player
and toured Belgium with a band called Generation Groove. There are different levels of band
ranging from absolute beginner to proficient player.
“I think it is so important for children to learn an instrument as it gives them a skill
which can often be what they later do for a job but it also gives them a sense of
belonging and achievement and skills such as respect, teamwork and pride.
“If anyone needs companionship, fun, a sense of achievement or just me time you cannot
get better therapy than this - oh and a sense of humour which I know most nurses possess!”

Beverley Senturk, Outpatient Services Administrator at Scarborough
Hospital is a keen amateur photographer and has had her work exhibited in
the hospital.
“I adore capturing nature in all its forms - sunrises and wildlife are my
particular favourites. For me, photography is a way of forgetting all the
stress and worry we may face in our everyday lives. When I go out with my
camera I feel total peace and a little excitement as I never know what I am
going to see or experience.”

From a young age Bertrand Porhel, Clinical
Educator in Theatres, has had a strong
interest in listening to music and going to
gigs.
“When the pandemic hit the country in
March 2020 and when all musical events
went to a standstill, I rediscovered a further
appreciation of how music contributed to my
well-being. Returning home from work and
turning the stereo on has been a ritual that
has brought me a sense
of calm after long hours
on the unit. Listening to
radio shows, creating
a playlist, sharing new
tracks, or simply taking
the train to visit some
record shops in Leeds
might sound like
benign activities but
they all contribute to
disconnect from the
clinical area and rest
before theBertrand
next shift.”
Porhel, Clinical Educator in Theatres
Continued on next page
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Christine Watson, Staff Nurse at
Selby Hospital

STAFFMATTERS
Kathryn Aylward, Assistant Librarian for the Trust Library Service, started the Reading for
Wellbeing Virtual Book Group in July 2020 and it has quickly become one of the highlights
of her month.
“For me, the Virtual Book Group is the perfect blend of ‘me-time’ and connecting with
others. Taking the time each month to dive into our chosen book lets me escape into new
adventures for a few hours, all from the comfort of my sofa! I can learn more about a
country I’ve never been to (recent books have been set in Pakistan, Nigeria, and India) or
experience a historical period such as Shakespearean Stratford-upon-Avon or Lancashire
during the Pendle witch trials. The Book Group itself is such a fun hour – it’s a great way
to connect with people across the Trust I might not otherwise have met. We usually find
something in each book to like, even if we’re not that keen overall, and there can be a real
diversity of opinions which allows me to look at things through angles I haven’t considered
before. I look forward to every meeting and always leave with a big smile.”
Kathryn Aylward, Assistant Librarian

Culture Club Social
Anyone looking for inspiration or to share their work should join the Arts Team’s Culture Club Social, an online resource
of inspiring arts and creative activities to support staff wellbeing.
Each month there are creative activities to do - send in your pics to share with staff and inspire the world.
Elly Ross, Art and Design Project Officer, said: “We set up the Culture Club last year as a way of bringing staff together
to share creative processes, distraction and inspirational resources. All fresh ideas for the Culture Club are welcome –
get in touch with the Arts Team – it might be to have a club night, a knitting workshop, learn about staff who have
exhibited artworks in hospitals – help us discover what creative opportunities would work best for staff and your teams.”
Email art@york.nhs.uk with your ideas and contributions.

Sian Norman is an Occupational Therapist with a love of nature
would enjoy long walks in the beautiful North Yorkshire countryside
on her days off. In the first lockdown when exercise was restricted,
Sian found herself confined to home and quickly realised she wasn’t
the type to sit and do nothing .
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“I had too much time on my days off to sit and worry about the
uncertainties surrounding us all at work which I recognised was
not good for my wellbeing. I took up knitting which I had been
taught my grandmother in childhood but hadn’t had the time to
pursue for many years. I found a pattern for a knitted penguin from
a Christmas jumper and shared the finished result on social media
thinking it would raise a smile amongst friends during the lockdown.
The response was absolutely incredible so for Christmas 2021 I set
myself the challenge of trying to raise £200 for the hospital charity.

I had requests from London to Inverness and fantastic support from
colleagues across both Selby and York Hospitals. Requests came in for
penguins in a variety of football colours, festive jumpers, personalised
initials, OT and Physio penguins to name but a few and I also added
knitted robins in to give a bit of variety. The robins in particular
meant a lot to a great many people who shared their own stories
with me, all of which helped to put life in perspective and gave me
the motivation to keep going. After completing 78 penguins and
90 robins I had great pleasure in handing over £1,200 to York and
Scarborough Hospitals Charity and it gave the team at Selby Hospital
a real boost knowing what a difference this amount of money
would make to patients in our care. Thanks again to everyone who
supported my crazy venture and watch this space for Christmas 2022
– the polar bears are coming!”

Continued on next page
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And the award goes to …
Congratulations to the occupational health team for becoming the
winners of the Best Wellbeing Initiative at the Occupational Health
and Wellbeing Awards 2021.
The introduction of health checks for NHS staff at the Trust caught
the eyes of the judges, who described it as ‘innovative’, adding:
“This initiative is important, especially now, given the pressures
NHS staff have been under, and continue to be under, during the
pandemic”.
The development of the checks by the occupational health team
goes back to 2016, when York and Scarborough partnered with
health checks firm Health Diagnostics as part of an NHS England
initiative to support a number of trusts identified as ‘vanguard’
sites focused on testing ways of improving workforce health and
wellbeing.

Digital Health Checks from your
mobile phone
• The Wellbeing Team would like to invite you to take part in a
NEW health check initiative for staff.
• The Digital Health check is a self-assessment which is completed
on your mobile phone.
• Your digital health check will take only a few minutes to
complete, so is more accessible than a face to face appointment.
• The health check records your weight, height, waist
measurement, and blood pressure (if known). You will also be
asked about your lifestyle - smoking, alcohol and physical activity.
If you would like to take part, please email wellbeingteam@york.
nhs.uk with your date of birth and mobile number.

The health checks have not been restricted by age or frequency.
This has meant staff have been able to attend multiple
appointments and track changes in their health status over time.
Importantly, when the pandemic hit at the beginning of 2020, the
team adjusted the programme to accommodate remote working
and social distancing. Although cholesterol and blood-glucose
checks could not be carried out, consultations were delivered by
video or phone call, and staff were asked to measure and report
their own weight, height and waist circumference.
The health checks programme has led to a number of tangible
positive health outcomes across the Trust. This has included
an average 4cm reduction in waistlines, an average 4.2mmHg
reduction in systolic blood pressure, an estimated 18 percent
reduction in relative risk of death from cardiovascular disease, and
a lowering of diabetes risk.
rawpixel.com - br.freepik.com

RESEARCH NEWS
People on the East Coast with multiple long term health conditions
are set to benefit from a new research hub at Scarborough Hospital
where some of the best clinical researchers will play a vital role in
increasing the understanding of health and disease.
The Scarborough Multimorbidity Research Hub opens this month
in a partnership between York and Scarborough Teaching Hospitals
NHS Foundation Trust and Hull York Medical School (HYMS). It
brings together clinical researchers in both primary and secondary
care to deliver research studies to benefit patients on the East Coast
who currently have limited access to research projects.
The Hub will enable patients with two or more long term conditions
to take part in research studies into diseases such as chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), diabetes, asthma, heart
failure and stroke. This means that patients whose care is normally
delivered in a community setting, such as GP surgery clinics, will
be able to take part in studies that will help researchers improve
treatment in the future.

AHP success in Integrated Clinical
Academic Programme Internship
Scheme
Occupational Therapist, Amy Mercer, and Physiotherapist, Jamie
Watkins, have been offered places on the NIHR internship scheme.
It provides interns with the practical skills to undertake a research
project supported by an expert clinical academic supervisor.
Amy said: “As part of my internship I would like to carry out a
service evaluation around the impact of occupational therapy within
critical care. I am very keen to promote my profession within this
area and I aim to hopefully use this as an opportunity to complete a
masters in the future.”
This scheme is open to non-medical clinical staff employed by a
NHS organisation in the North East and Yorkshire regions of Health
Education England. Anyone wishing to apply for future intakes can
contact lisa.ballantine@york.nhs.uk for details.
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Scarborough Hospital launches
research hub

Head of Research and Development, Lydia Harris, said: “This is
a really exciting venture for the Trust and our partners Hull York
Medical School and Yorkshire and Humber Clinical Research
Network.”
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10k Any Way is back

Our hospitals are going through an extremely challenging time,
which is why they need your support now more than ever. You
can do your bit by going ‘10k Any Way’ to raise funds to directly
support our incredible staff and patients across our NHS Trust.

1) Register at www.york.nhs.uk/10k

How will you complete your 10k? There are lots of ways to get
involved this February and March - Running it in one go? Walking
10k a day? Why not think outside the box and complete a stair
challenge or take a leaf out of Captain Tom’s book and do laps of
your garden! However you get involved, you’ll be making a huge
difference to your local NHS.

4) Let us know when you’re done

Simply register online from 1 February. For your £10 registration
fee you, will receive an event t-shirt, certificate and special 10k Any
Way medal for taking part.

2) Get your t-shirt and start fundraising
3) Complete your challenge

5) Receive your medal and certificate
You can create a virtual team with friends, family and colleagues to
work together to raise even more money to help support staff and
patients locally. Compete against other teams to become top of the
leader board!
Register today, visit www.york.nhs.uk/10k and create your team.

Thank
you
Thank you to all departments who
took part in National Elf Service back in
December. It was lovely to see the different
and innovative ways that you were
celebrating the festivities.
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Not only were you putting a smile on
patients’ faces with your festive get up,
you were also helping to make a positive
difference to those same patients. The
money you raised will go straight back into
your department, allowing you to provide
above and beyond care for your patients.
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